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Comprehensive

Client Contact, Connection
& Consulting Services
Our expertise & specialty
is helping U.S. Clients
to reach Chinese Investors

AMERICAN CORPORATE SERVICES, INC.

Our Mission:
Connecting U.S. Projects to Chinese Investors
Using the EB-5 Investment Visa Program

Our Services:


Review of client’s project marketing package



Adaptation of client’s package for Chinese investors



Translation of client’s marketing package into Chinese



Consulting for all aspects of EB-5



Access to a network of experts in EB-5 immigration



Bona fide contacts in Mainland China



Dr. Gregory Finkelson’s ground-breaking guide to finding
EB-5 investors in China

American Corporate Services, Inc.
2076 - 16h Avenue, Suite A
San Francisco, CA 94116 USA
www.Business-Visa-USA.com
Phone: 415-682-2550
Fax: 415-682-2551
Email: gfinkelson@usa-acs.com
Skype: AmericanCorporateServices
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Review of Client’s Marketing Package
As Dr. Finkelson explains in his book,
How to Find Chinese Investors,
Agents & Clients for Your EB-5 Projects & Services - A Practical Guide
for Regional Centers, Attorneys, Developers and Businessmen, representing an EB-5 approved project to
potential Chinese investors requires a
lot of advance preparation.
At American Corporate Services, Inc.,
we offer you our expertise in ensuring
that your presentation is accurate,
complete and appealing to Chinese
investors.
Our experienced staff understands what Chinese investors want to see in your
presentation. We will ensure that your presentation will have the right mix of information and professional appearance to help convince investors that your project will
be the ideal vehicle for obtaining permanent residency in the U.S., assure them that
their investment is safe and that it will be returned in full and on time. Your presentation must also include evidence that your project is EB-5 qualified.
Our team of professionals will
ensure the completeness of
your package.
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Adaptation & Translation of client’s
marketing package into Chinese

Warning:

This man may not be
able to read English!
...
And you probably can’t
read this:
您不可能大概读此。
Communication is a wonderful thing, if we can understand each other. Many wealthy
Chinese have not yet learned how to read, write or speak English. Translation of English into Chinese can often produce unintended, and even embarrassing results. As
Dr. Finkelson noted in his book, How to Find Chinese Investors, Agents & Clients for
Your EB-5 Projects & Services - A Practical Guide for Regional Centers, Attorneys, Developers and Businessmen, “Translating English to Chinese is more difficult than
most other languages for two distinct reasons: The Chinese characters are not
words. They are pictures. Chinese dialects can differ so significantly that
even the best Mandarin translation of the ideas in your message could be
completely misunderstood in other dialects, and,
therefore, misleading to viewers or listeners.”
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Your presentation must be translated into
Chinese. Our translation staff consists entirely of
native Chinese EB-5 experts who also understand
the nuances of both languages and are able to
accurately and adequately represent your project.
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Consulting for all aspects of EB-5

“If you would know
the road ahead,
ask someone who
has traveled it.”
(Old Chinese Proverb)

The same expertise that gave birth to
How to Find Chinese Investors, Agents
& Clients for Your EB-5 Projects &
Services - A Practical Guide for Regional Centers, Attorneys, Developers and
Businessmen is available to guide you through all aspects of the EB-5 process.
Gregory Finkelson brings decades of business and immigration expertise to assist with
your project. EB-5 is no simple, fill-in-the-blank application for anyone involved. Every
document and every instruction must be followed precisely.
The simplest errors or omissions can result in costly
and time-consuming delays, not to mention unhappy
“The American Dream is
clients and investors. Our consultative services help to a constant reminder that
ensure that you do not make the same mistakes that
America's true nature &
others have already made.
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We know the way through the
transoceanic bureaucracy. We
can spot mistakes before they
happen. We can point you in
the right direction. Our goal is
to ensure your success.

distinctive grandeur is in
promising the common
man a better chance to
succeed here than common men enjoy anywhere else on earth.”
~ Cal Jillson
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Access to a network of experts
in EB-5 immigration

The successful EB-5 process requires assistance and expertise in multiple disciplines, including finance, immigration, and law. Our package includes referrals to our select network of experienced professionals. The collective wisdom of our advisors is available to expedite locating, securing, and landing Chinese investors and their families in the USA and to help you fully
fund your project. Our experts are also available to ensure that your
project is EB-5 qualified.
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Our expert EB-5 professionals are located in China and the U.S., and
they work together with American Corporate Services, Inc. on your behalf. We understand the critical nature of your project, so our network
is comprised of only the best in their field and with a collective expertise in EB-5 that is incomparable.
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Contacts in Mainland China


Immigration Agencies



Advertising Agencies



Mass Media Outlets



Client Sources

In a day when contact information is often considered proprietary, American Corporate Services, Inc. believes that success is often dependent upon sharing of information.
When he was writing his book, How to Find Chinese Investors, Agents & Clients for Your EB-5
Projects & Services - A Practical Guide for Regional Centers, Attorneys, Developers and Businessmen, Gregory Finkelson and his staff in China spent many hours researching and verifying direct contact information for important sources in Mainland China. There are literally
hundreds of contacts published in Dr. Finkelson’s book, which, as we have noted, you will receive as part of our EB-5 Services Package.
American Corporate Services, Inc. goes beyond ordinary EB-5 services, helping you to
expose your project to potential investors with either highly focused, individually-targeted
contact access or helping you to build much broader, provincial and even national
campaigns. We’ve already done much of the “heavy lifting.” We are ready to help you
find the right investors for your project.
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Included with our Consulting Service
At No Extra Charge
How to Find Chinese Investors, Agents & Clients for Your
EB-5 Projects & Services - A Practical Guide for Regional
Centers, Attorneys, Developers and Businessmen
This new, highly acclaimed book, authored by the President of American
Corporate Services, Inc., Dr. Gregory Finkelson, opens the gates and paves
the way to reach the single largest pool of wealthy investors created by the
burgeoning Chinese economy. This book provides its own wealth of practical
insights and useful information
about the Chinese culture and
worldview, how to work with
Chinese Agencies, and how to
establish a physical presence
in Mainland China to help you
better understand and succeed
at gaining Chinese investors.
This book is available as part of
our complete service package
and is also available for purchase separately.
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